3D Development Activity Monitor
Dataset Metadata
Description:
This dataset contains spatial information about development activity located within the City of Melbourne
municipal area. Developments may have one of four statuses. Applied, Approved and Under Construction, and
Complete.
Site content is derived from a range of sources at various times and as such the content may not be free from
errors, omissions or defects. Inconsistencies may occur in some data sets. The City of Melbourne uses its best
endeavours to ensure that the information is reliable.
The development polygons are representational only and are not intended for analytical or comparative
purposes. The polygons are simplified polygons of an indicative floor plate for the podium (if relevant) and tower.
The height data is an approximation of the height of the building and does not show the architectural features of
the buildings.
Further information is provided in the attached pdf document below. This is provided to help users understand
the currency and reliability of the site content which often involves complex processes to derive the information.
The aim is to provide users with facts about the source of the content and when it was collected. Users can then
make an informed decision as to whether the site content is appropriate for their particular purpose and
information needs.
Although all due care has been taken to ensure that this data is correct, no warranty is expressed or implied by
City of Melbourne in its use.

Data Dictionary
Field

Description

Data
Type

dev_key

Development key, identifier for Development Activity Monitor entries.

text

Yes

status

Current status of the development. Under construction: The development
is currently under construction. Approved: The development has town
planning approval. Applied: The development has a town planning
application which is yet to be approved. Complete: The development has
been completed.

text

Yes

shape_type

Classification for footprint geometry type, categories are: podium: a an
object which represents the basic podium shape of the development.
tower_pod: a tower where a podium is also present for the same
development. tower: a standalone tower. extension: a
refurbishment/extension where the original building (footprint) is retained.

text

Yes

Required

Field

Description

Data
Type

permit_num

Planning application number.

number

No

bldhgt_ahd

Ground level height (AHD).

number

Yes

address

Address of the development.

text

No

num_floors

Number of floors above ground. This field can also have NA values.

text

Yes

land_use_1

The quantity of the primary space use of the development.

text

No

land_use_2

The quantity of the secondary space use of the development.

text

No

land_use_3

The quantity of the tertiary space use of the development.

text

No
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